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ONLINE LEARNING PLATFORM 

DISCOVER AND SHARE THE JOY OF READING 

Reading brings joy, inspires minds and creates wonder. Reading also touches hearts and widens horizons. Reading is also the best way 
to enhance our knowledge, vocabulary and imagination. DMA has provided a unique reading portal for the students as well as the 
parents, which has thousands of books for all age groups. The school hopes that everyone would be enriched by participating in this 
unique reading and learning program. To get access to the online learning resources visit: 

http://exam.modischools.in/guru/world book.html 

BOARD RESULT 

Dear students, 
I congratulate you for the outstanding results achieved by you in this year’s 
X & XII Board exams. I want to say that I am immensely proud of our 
students who have scored stupendous results. I know how much hard work 
all of you have put in, and it’s evident in the results. I wish that you achieve 
many more such milestones and make your parents and teachers feel proud 
of you in the future as well. 
Parents, this success is dedicated to you. It is your undying belief in us as 
well as in your children that inspires us to shape their young minds and 
transform them into dreamers, achievers and performers. 
I wish to thank the guiding force in their life; namely, our teachers for 
always giving the right direction to these students and inspire them to give 
their best. 
I wish to say that my love and blessings will always be there with you. May 
you achieve success in all your future endeavours. 
All the very best 
With warm regards and best wishes 
Dr (Mrs) Ritu Dewan 

Principal 

CLASS XII (12TH MAY 2023) 
PINNACLE OF SUCCESS 

‘Success is the sum of small efforts-repeated day in and day out.’ 
All India Senior Secondary Central Board Result 2023 was announced on Friday, May 12, 2023. DMA once again put up a brilliant 
result by performing remarkably in the Board Examinations. The total of 402 students who   had appeared in the examination, 56 
students i.e 13.9 % secured 90% in aggregate; 192 students i.e 47% got Distinctions and 341 students i.e 84 % secured First Divisions.  
Manthan Agarwal emerged as the school topper by securing highest marks in aggregate i.e 98.0% in the stream of Commerce while 
Khushi Chauhan topped the Humanities Stream securing 97.8%. Navneet Singh has been the topper of Science stream with 95.8%. 
It’s worth sharing that 35 students of our brilliant lot, marked a glorious success touching the perfect score of  hundred  in different 
subjects . 

http://www.ritudewan.com/
http://exam.modischools.in/guru/world book.html




RESULT  AT  A GLANCE (CLASS – X) 
SAGA OF SUCCESS - AISSE RESULT ANALYSIS - 2023 (MAIN 5) 

       SNO    NO. % 

1)  Total Appeared 297 100.0 

2)  Total Passed 297 100.0 

3) 95% and above  23 7.7 

4)  90% and above  75 25.3 

85% & above 115 38.7 

80% and above 151 50.8 

75% & above 187 63 

70% & above  214 72.1 

65% & above 245 82.5 

60% & above 267 89.9 

40% & above 297 100 

      

                         A1 Grades             463 - 

                         A2 Grades 306 - 

No. of 100 scorers 26 - 

5)  Total Compartments NIL - 

6)  Total Failed NIL - 

OVERALL TOPPERS  

NAME MARKS %AGE 

PRAKRITI MALIK 594 99 

BHAVYA AGARWAL 586 97.7 

TANASHVI 584 97.3 

RUDRA KUMAR TYAGI 584 97.3 

PRAJJWAL MISHRA 584 97.3 

YASHI GUPTA 583 97.0 



ACTIVITY REPORT 
SUPPORT STAFF DAY (01ST MAY 2023) 
                              
“It is only through support and painful effort, by grim energy and resolute courage that we move on to better things.” 

Support Staff Day was celebrated on 1st May, 2023 with full aplomb through a special assembly by Patel House in the library of DMA. 
The assembly initiated with the humble prayer followed by the prayer song “Ae Malik Tere Bande Hum”. Each member of the support 
staff was given a warm welcome in a traditional manner with garlands and Tilak Ceremony by honourable Vice Principal, Mr Kapil 
Christopher, worthy HM Mr Dhaka and respected coordinator Ms Shashi Dhaka. 
Through this special assembly, DMA fraternity came together to acknowledge and honour the tireless work that the support staff 
render to provide  a comfortable and a clean working atmosphere and ensure the smooth working of the institution. 
 A motivational group song-“Desh ki shaan majdoor Kisan” was dedicated to the support staff by the choir group comprising of 
students from Patel House. The song highlighted and appreciated the contribution of the support staff. A powerful poem in Hindi 
“Mehnat Rang Layegi” was recited by Divyanshi of class IX E. Through her poem, she conveyed that one can create one’s destiny 
through consistent efforts.  Through an inspiring speech Ananjay of class IXA recognised and acknowledged the contribution of the 
support staff in all spheres of the school. 
The speech was followed by an interactive session between the students and the support staff which not only facilitated in smooth 
efficient communication between the two, but also strengthened the emotional bond between them. The interaction involved fun 
activities which were thoroughly enjoyed by one and all. 
A thought provoking skit presented by the students successfully evoked the sensitivity and empathy towards the support staff. The 
skit reflected the real life problems of the support staff and taught the students how they can lend a helping hand to the support staff 
in classroom situation. The students during the skit took a pledge to always maintain cleanliness and to help the support staff in 
maintenance of green ambience, saving water, keeping the canteen area clean and all other areas of the school. A perfectly 
synchronised group dance presented by the dancing divas of Patel house on the song   “Bandeya” further uplifted the spirit of the 
day. The dance performance was followed by an inspiring speech delivered by Ms Priyanka, who expressed gratitude towards the 
support staff who play an indispensable role in laying the foundation of any successful institute. She enlightened the students about 
the value of Support staff in all spheres and encouraged the students to respect and value the Dignity of Labour. 
The event turned overwhelming when Ms. Hem Lata was acknowledged for her outstanding achievement of passing the examination 
of class X in the first Division. Ms. Hem Lata expressed her gratitude on the contribution of the Principal Dr. (Mrs.) Ritu Dewan and 
DMA in her success. Mr. Anuj, presented a heart touching song ‘Kahta Chaloon Kahani’ which won the heart of the audience and 
received a huge applause. Mr. Janesh who has been rendering their dedicated service efficiently for a long span of time, graciously 
presented the vote of thanks on the occasion. 
Thereafter the revered Vice Principal Mr. Kapil Christopher, worthy HM Mr. Dhaka, honourable coordinator Ms. Shashi Dhaka and Mr. 
Piyush, House Master Patel House, felicitated the support staff of the school by distributing gifts as a token of appreciation for their 
commendable services.  

The Vice Principal Mr. Kapil Christopher 
addressed the gathering thereafter. He 
congratulated and thanked the support staff 
for their selfless services. In her speech, he 
highlighted that the support staff is doing a 
noble job and appreciated the efforts of all 
the members of Patel for putting up an 
excellent assembly. 
The support staff was full of enthusiasm as 
the fun filled game “musical chairs” 
organised for them added to the excitement. 
The game entertained one and all and Ms. 
Monika and Mr. Neeraj emerged as the 
winner of the same. 
The event was designed to forge a better 
understanding of the support staff 
community and the students who must learn 
to respect and appreciate their efforts. The 
special assembly was compared by Agrima 
Dhama and Jhanvi of XF. The celebration 
culminated with a sumptuous lunch enjoyed 
by the support staff. 



ACTIVITY REPORT 
KRANTI DIWAS (13TH MAY 2023) 
 

"The courage and valour of Indian freedom fighters will always 
keep the glory of the Nation radiant." 
10 May 1857, was the day when the First War of Independence 
was started by the sepoys in Meerut Cantonment. The spark of 
freedom kindled each heart with the light of freedom. After that 
all Indians fought for freedom relentlessly until they achieved their 
goal to make free Mother India. 
To honour the supreme sacrifice and initiatives of the brave 
hearted soldiers, a special assembly was conducted by the 
students of Tagore House on 13 May, 2023. The assembly was 
beautifully hosted by Bhavya Agarwal of XI C and Shony Mehta of 
IX A. 
The program commenced remembering the martyrs and offering 
a floral tribute to them.  Following this an inspiring speech 
delivered by Debopratim Roy of class VIII A highlighted the 
significance of the day. Kanika Hudda (VIII A) recited an eloquent 
poem 'Freedom ' and won a rich approbation. Offering homage to 
the lionhearted sepoys, a beautiful poem in Hindi ' Krantiveer' was 
also recited by Gargi of XII L. A well-articulated patriotic song 'Jab 
tak antim boond rakt ki' evoked the patriotic spirit in everyone 
present there. To get the students acquainted with the reason for 
the outbreak of the sepoy Mutiny, a skit was represented that 
reverberated the thoughts and voices of the Indian soldiers in 
every nook and corner of the campus and made everyone 
spellbound. Igniting the souls, a mesmerising dance performance, 
''Mitti ko maa kehta hu ' filled everyone with feeling of pride.  
Debopratim Roy recited 47th Shlok of chapter 2 of Bhagwad Geeta 
– which reminded all that one should do one's duties religiously 
without being concerned about its consequences. 
Honourable Principal,Dr.(Mrs.)Ritu Dewan appreciated the efforts 
of the participants who evoked the patriotic feelings in one & all 
through their wonderful performances. 



ACTIVITY REPORT 

INTERNATIONAL FAMILY DAY (15TH MAY 2023) 
 

“When there is no light, the family will guide you home, when you feel alone, there is a family to call your own.” 

The student of Dayawati Modi Academy from Nehru house celebrated International Family day with immense enthusiasm and fervor 
in a special assembly conducted on 15th May, 2023. 
The morning sets the day and the assembly paves the way for our students to rejuvenate their spirits, remain rooted to the moral 
values and unleash their vitality. The assembly commenced on a beautiful note with a morning prayer. The promising students of 
classes VII, VIII, IX and X, through various cultural and artistic activities, conveyed the important message of family love, co-operation, 
harmony, sympathy and having a sublime sense of goodwill towards each other. Starting the event, a euphonious song was presented 
by the school choir that left us touched with its emotional lyrics. 
Furthermore, Shubhaditya Kaushik of IX –D, with his speech, provided a sense of belonging and a unique identity to all. It also created 
a special emotional feeling in the students about their family. 
Next was a spectacular dance performance, to entertain the audience and was applauded by all. The talented students of Nehru 
house presented a skit based on the importance of Family in our lives. 
The children were taught about their duties by the English teacher by reciting the shloka from holy book of Shrimad Bhagwat Gita. At 
the end of the programme, the august gathering was addressed by Principal of the school, Dr. (Mrs.) Ritu Dewan in her statement she 
said that family is the pivot of human society. First of all, we all should take life-useful rituals from our family and then only we are 
able to contribute appropriately towards the society. Family is the first school of a person. Therefore, we all should take time to 
appreciate the people in our life who make up our family, and remember that together, we can build a stronger, more connected 
community. 
The assembly concluded with the rendition of the National Anthem. 



ACTIVITY REPORT 
NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY DAY 

NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY DAY (20TH MAY 2023) 
“We are changing the world with technology”- Bill Gates 
World without technology is Impossible, isn’t it? Technology has become an integral part of our lives, benefiting us in a variety of 
ways. At Dayawati Modi Academy, we believe that technology advances every year and it never stops evolving and what we consider 
as advancement today will certainly be superseded tomorrow. 
Every year we celebrate the National Technology Day to commemorate the achievements of Stalwarts who have contributed in the 
field of Science and Technology. This day also marks the anniversary of the Pokhran nuclear tests of 1998, conducted by India at the 
Indian Army’s Pokhran Test Range. With an aim to foster an interest in science and technology and to encourage them to pursue it 
further, The enthusiastic students conducted plethora of activities which resonated with the theme of Integrated Approach in Science 
& Technology for a Sustainable Future. 
A science model competition comprised models like wet/dry waste segregation Bot by Rudra, Anshik Mishra and Yash of class XI 
,Green AC by Daksh, Jyotsna and Moksh of class XI, Hydraulic Robotic Arm by students of class X. Class XII students prepared a vaccum 
cleaner while class IX students presented a sound amplifier and frequency adjuster  .The young scientists from class VII and VIII 
showcased models of Hydraulic bridge and Earthquake alarm, laser light security alarm and a model of Human Digestive system. The 
next segment included a ppt. presentation competition on Artificial Intelligence and Robotics prepared by students of class VII and 
VIII. The icing on the cake was the Chat GPT replica created by Varun Chauhan and Hemang Sharma of class XII. Geetansh, Shreysth, 
Rudra and Ananjay from class IX and X were at their creative best in presenting self-designed LOGOS on “National Technology Day”. 
The competitions were judged by Mr.Neeraj Chauhan and Mr.Mukul Gupta. The presentation was attended by honourable Vice 
Principal Mr. Kapil Christopher and head of the departments of Physics, Chemistry and Biology who appreciated the efforts of the 
participants. Overall, the celebration of National Technology Day was a great success, and the students thoroughly enjoyed the 
various activities. It helped to promote a spirit of innovation and creativity among them and encouraged them to think critically and 
scientifically. 



ACTIVITY REPORT 
INTER HOUSE SOLO SINGING & SOLO DANCE COMPETITION  

INTER HOUSE SOLO SINGING & SOLO DANCE COMPETITION (20TH MAY 2023) 
"Music gives a soul to the universe, wings to the mind, flight to the imagination, and life to everything.” 

Plato    
Music is the best way to cheer the spirit and lighten the heart. In fact, through music children learn to express their feelings and ideas. 
To hone the dancing and singing skills & to bring out the hidden talent of the students a golden opportunity of showcasing their skills 
was given to the students of classes VII & VIII through an Inter House Solo Singing and Solo Dance competition which was organised in 
the school library on 20 May 2023. Each House was represented by four students. 
 In the solo singing competition all the participants reflected a sense of pride, self-esteem and self-confidence singing the patriotic 
songs and spreading an aura of pleasant harmony which captivated the heart of one and all present there. All participants showed 
their mastery over voice modulation, pitch, rhythm and tone and pulled the heartstrings of the audience through their melodious 
songs. 
The stage came alive when all the vivacious dancers set the floor on fire with their energetic performances reflecting their passion 
and hard work. The choreography, rhythm, synchronisation and presentation of all the students were par excellence. Their thrilling 
performances being an amalgam of folk, western, classical and contemporary dances, kept hold on the audience till the end of the 
show.  The spectators bore witness to the enthusiasm of the young DMAites as they enthralled everyone. 
The judges for the event were Ms. Anita Dogra and Ms. Farhana who judged the students on the basis of facial expressions, voice 
modulation, articulation, costumes etc. 
In the solo singing competition 1st position was bagged by Navya Kumar and Rishika Rawat of Gandhi House, 2nd position was 
achieved by by Akshara and Yashvi Singh of Tagore House and 3rd position was taken by Akshita Vikal and Navya Jain of Patel House. 
Whereas in the Solo Dance Competition Ananya and Shragvi of Nehru House secured the first position, second position was achieved 
by Avika and Divyanshi of Tagore House & Harshika and Gauri of Gandhi House got the third position. 
The Principal Dr. (Mrs.) Ritu Dewan appreciated the efforts put in by all the participants and encouraged them to participate 

more in such competitions to blossom their talent.  



ACTIVITY REPORT 
INTER HOUSE DRAMATICS COMPETITION 

INTER HOUSE DRAMATICS COMPETITION (27TH MAY 2023) 
“We must all do theatre, to find out who we are, and to discover who we could become" - Augusto Boal  
With regard to co-curricular activities, the aim is to continuously focus on imparting holistic education. Drama is one such activity. 
Drama improves social skills including empathy and improves emotional balance, broadens perspectives and critical thinking, builds 
self-confidence and encourages team work and co-operation. Channelizing the students’ potential through theatre and spreading the 
message to the audience at large, Dayawati Modi Academy organized ’Inter House Dramatics Competition on 27 May, 2023. 
The judges of the competition were none other than revered Principal Dr. (Mrs.) Ritu Dewan and respected Vice Principal Mr. Kapil 
Christopher. 
To commence with, Gandhi house students presented the timeless tragedy “Macbeth” by William Shakespeare. Kushagra Deshwal as 
King Macbeth and Simra Rizvi (XI-D) as Queen Macbeth stole the hearts of the audiences. 
Next in row were Nehru house performers who were all set to give a strong message of honesty through the play “The Hour of 
truth“by Percival Wilde. Arshiya Bhugra from X-H as Martha and Shreysth Verma also from X-H as Robert along with Aryan Tyagi (XII-
B) as Marshall were at their creative best portraying the characters with utmost sincerity. 
In continuation was a heart touching performance by Patel House students teaching the real meaning of compassion to the audience. 
The anonymously written play “The Unaware” unfolded the ugly side of the society and showcased how insensitive and inhuman we 
choose to be at times. 
Last but not the least was Tagore House students who enacted the play “Mother’s Day” which is a satirical and humorous depiction of 
the status of a housewife in the family. Bhoomi Longiani from XI D as Mrs. Pearson and Shony Mehta from IX A as Mrs. Fitzgerald 
were confident and passionate in their roles. 
Monal Singh of class XII K and Vasu of XI K were the hosts for the ceremony. 
Finally, as it always is……the best team wins! ‘The hour of the truth’ was declared first making Nehru house the champions of the 
Dramatics competition. ‘The Unaware ‘enacted by Patel was second, followed by ‘Mother’s Day’ by Tagore house. The Principal in her 
address applauded the efforts of the mentors and congratulated all the participants for their amazing portray of characters. She 
expressed her desire to witness more such performances in the future.  
Overall it was a platform for the students to showcase their acting prowess, who not just competed with high spirits but also carried 
away confidence, teamwork, better communicative skills and creativity. 



ACHIEVEMENTS AND ACCOLADES 
RECOGNITION & FELICITATION BY DAINIK JAGRAN (08TH MAY 2023) 
Dayawati Modi Academy and the Principal Dr. (Mrs.) Ritu Dewan were felicitated the Inext Achievers’ Award by the leading 
newspaper group Dainik Jagran in Lucknow. The awards were presented by the honourable Minister of State for Law and 

Justice, Government of India. The school was recognized as a school of global eminence and its future ready innovative 

educational approach. Respected Principal, Dr. (Mrs.) Ritu Dewan was recognized as a person of courage and 

compassion, a visionary and successful edupreneur who always faces the challenges with great strength.  



ACHIEVEMENTS AND ACCOLADES 



WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS/EDUCATIONAL TRIPS 

. Various representatives from different institutes under one 

umbrella guided them with the appropriate study 
programmes based on their potential.  The specialist 

professional guide provided solutions to their problems 

providing them a clear vision on how to apply, when to 

apply and how to create a robust profile, various 

scholarship programmes. It was an opportunity for  students 

of class XII to do a within brainstorming or  do research 
about their career plan and stay  focussed on the desired 

track and  be ready with resources when it is time to choose 

the right  option for pursuing higher studies in the upcoming 

session. The details on Management, Commerce and 

Banking, Arts and Humanities courses, Law Design, Hotel 

Management and Mass Communication Courses, 
Universities to study abroad or 100% job assured degree 

courses were available for the students. On the whole it 

was an informative experience for the students aspiring for 
a fulfilling future.  



WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS/EDUCATIONAL TRIPS 

EDUCATIONAL TRIP TO PEARL ACADEMY (13TH MAY 2023) 
Class XII students of DMA visited Pearl Academy, New Delhi on 
13th May 2023 to attend the annual pearl portfolio show of 
graduating students of Pearl Academy. The students also took 
part in the engaging and exciting workshops like Block Your 
Calendar, Future Flashbacks, Cosmetics etc. This was a very 
educating and interesting trip for students and they learned a 
lot of new things in the field of Fashion and Media. The 
students were accompanied by three teachers, Ms. Deepa 
Singh, Ms. Anju Chaudhary and Mr. Anirudh Singh. 



WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS/EDUCATIONAL TRIPS 

COUNSELLING SESSION FOR DEFENCE ENTRANCE (17TH MAY 2023) 
On 17 may 2023, Wednesday, DMA, Modipuram organised a counselling session for seeking guidance and information regarding 
entrance into the defence sector. The session aimed to provide comprehensive information about the requirements, preparation 
strategies, and career opportunities in the defence entrance examinations.  Principal Dr. (Mrs.) Ritu Dewan extended a warm 
welcome to the special guest Lieutenant Colonel Amardeep Tyagi. The counselling session commenced with a brief introduction of 
the resource person. The target audience comprised aspiring candidates interested in joining the defence sector, including military, 
navy, air force, and related fields. 
The session followed a structured agenda to ensure effective communication and covered all essential topics. Detailed explanation of 
the age, educational qualifications, and physical fitness requirements for various defence entrance examinations was given. Col. Tyagi 
also apprised students on specific eligibility criteria based on the branch (army, navy, air force) or specialization and an overview of 
the examination patterns and formats for defence entrance tests was also discussed with the students. 
 He explained the students about the subjects covered, marking scheme, and time constraints of the defence examinations. Proper 
guidance to the physical fitness and medical examinations was also imparted to the students.  Further Col. Tyagi highlighted about the 
preparation strategies and guidance on effective study techniques, recommended books, and online resources. He also gave tips for 
improving physical fitness and mental agility. He also emphasised on the career opportunities, growth and specializations within the 
defence sector and also addressed the insight into the unique experiences and challenges faced by defence personnel. 
An open forum for participants to ask questions, seek clarification, and express concerns was organised where Col. Tyagi addressed 
the queries related to specific branches, services, and other relevant topics. During the session, he employed a variety of counselling 
techniques to ensure effective engagement and understanding among the participants and fostered a supportive environment. 
 The counselling session on defence entrance examinations concluded successfully, providing aspiring candidates with valuable 
insights and guidance. Participants expressed satisfaction with the information provided and appreciated the counsellors' expertise 
and support. This session aimed to empower individuals interested in pursuing a career in the defence sector, equipping them with 
the necessary knowledge to make informed decisions and prepare effectively for entrance examinations. It is expected that this 
counselling session will contribute to increased motivation, better preparation, and improved success rates among the participants. 



WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS/EDUCATIONAL TRIPS 

CAREER COUNSELLING SESSION AND WORKSHOP AT IHM (19TH 
MAY 2023) 
A career counselling session & workshop was conducted at Institute 
of Hotel Management, Daurala, Meerut for the students of DMA on 
19th May 2023. 
40 Students of different streams took part in the counselling session. 
They were told about the different career options in the field of 
Hotel & catering industry by the resource persons, Mr. Sanjay Tyagi 
(Baking) and Mr. SK Gupta (Career Counsellor). Students also 
attended workshop of baking. Students baked the sponge cake and 
did icing of pastry themselves and had a great learning experience. 

CAREER COUNSELLING SESSION ON COMMERCE STREAM (23RD MAY 2023) 
On 23rd May 2023, a counselling session on the commerce stream, CA, CS, ICAI registrations, and other streams of commerce was 
conducted by Mr. Sanjay Jain, Director of Save Classes. The purpose of the session was to provide guidance and information to 
students interested in pursuing commerce as a career option, specifically focusing on the Chartered Accountancy (CA) and Company 
Secretary (CS) courses. 
Dr. (Mrs.) Ritu Dewan gave a floral welcome to Mr. Sanjay Jain, Director Save Classes who shared his expertise and experience in the 
field of commerce education. He discussed the relevance and scope of the commerce stream in today's competitive world and 
highlighted the career opportunities available to commerce graduates.  
Mr. Jain emphasized the significance of the CA and CS courses and explained the benefits of pursuing these professional 
qualifications. He highlighted the rigorous nature of the courses, the comprehensive knowledge they offer, and the global recognition 
and respect they command in the corporate sector. 
A significant portion of the counselling session was dedicated to discussing the registration process for the CA course. Mr. Jain 
provided detailed information on the eligibility criteria, examination structure, registration fees, and the various stages involved in 
becoming a Chartered Accountant. He also shared insights on the importance of practical training and how to secure article ship 
positions.  
Similarly, Mr. Jain provided comprehensive guidance on the registration process for the CS course. He explained the eligibility 
requirements, examination pattern, registration fees, and the different stages involved in becoming a Company Secretary. He also 
emphasized the importance of practical training and how to secure internship opportunities. 
In addition to CA and CS, Mr. Jain discussed other lucrative career options within the commerce stream. He shed light on courses such 
as CMA (Cost and Management Accountant), CFA (Chartered Financial Analyst), and ACCA (Association of Chartered Certified 
Accountants). He explained the eligibility criteria, career prospects, and the relevance of these courses in the industry.  The 
counselling session concluded with an interactive question and answer session, allowing students to seek clarifications on various 
aspects of the commerce stream, CA and CS registrations, and other related topics. Mr. Jain patiently addressed the queries, 
providing valuable insights and guidance to the aspiring commerce students. 
The counselling session conducted by Mr. Sanjay Jain, Director of Save Classes, was highly informative and beneficial for students 
interested in pursuing a career in the commerce field. His expertise and comprehensive knowledge provided attendees with a clear 
understanding of the commerce stream, the registration processes for the CA and CS courses, and alternative career options within 
the commerce field. The session successfully empowered the students with the necessary information to make informed decisions 
about their future career paths. The counselling session, under the guidance of Mr. Jain, was a significant step towards helping 
students achieve their goals in the commerce stream. 





WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS/EDUCATIONAL TRIPS 

CAREER COUNSELLING SESSION BY CAREER LAUNCHERS (24TH 
MAY 2023) 
Dayawati Modi Academy, Modipuram organised a career 
counselling session for the students of class XI and XII on 
Wednesday 24th May 2023 in the library. The session was 
conducted by a team of Career Launchers, a recognized brand in 
the education sector.  
Principal Dr.(Mrs.) Ritu Dewan  accorded a warm welcome by 
presenting a bouquet to Dr. Vikrant Jawla, who is the head at 
Career Launcher, a mathematician by profession , a renowned 
educationalist, motivational speaker, and entrepreneurial 
mentor. He has counselled more than 12 lakhs students and 
trained them for various entrance exams like CAT, GATE, SSC and 
banking.  

The session aimed to provide valuable guidance and insights to 
the participants about various career paths, personal 

development, and entrepreneurial opportunities. Dr. Jawla's 
extensive experience in the field made him an ideal resource 
person for this session.  Dr. Jawla commenced the session by 

introducing himself and sharing his educational background and 
professional accomplishments. 

 He emphasized the importance of passion and dedication in 
achieving career goals. Dr. Jawla presented a comprehensive 
overview of various career options available to the participants. 
He discussed traditional professions as well as emerging fields, 
highlighting the current job market trends and demand for 
specific skill sets. The resource person emphasized the 
significance of self-reflection and self-assessment in career 
planning. 

Participants were encouraged to define their short-term and 
long-term career goals. Dr. Jawla stressed on the importance 
of setting achievable goals, selecting a career option and 
creating an action plan to work towards it from class 12 only. 
Addressing the common challenges faced by individuals in 
their career journeys, Dr. Jawla provided valuable advice on 
overcoming obstacles such as lack of confidence, fear of 
failure, and societal pressures. He shared inspirational stories 
of successful individuals who had overcome similar challenges. 
As an entrepreneurial mentor, Dr. Jawla discussed the 
prospects and challenges of starting a business or pursuing 
entrepreneurial ventures. He highlighted the importance of 
innovation, adaptability, and perseverance in the 
entrepreneurial landscape. Dr. Jawla emphasized the 
significance of continuous personal development in career 
growth. He shared practical tips and strategies for acquiring 
new skills, networking effectively, and maintaining a growth 
mindset.  
The session concluded with an interactive Q&A session, 
allowing participants to seek clarifications and additional 
guidance from Dr. Jawla. He addressed various queries related 
to specific career paths, further education, and industry-
specific challenges. The workshop came to a close by the 
formal vote of thanks proposed by Mrs. Anita Dogra. 


